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Environments   
of Excellence
The smarter our surroundings, the more we 

excel. Discover the latest and smartest ways 

our built environments can help us realise our 

full potential in Australia’s leading showcase 

of high-performing facilities, and intelligent 

living and work spaces.

20–21 March 2019 

 ICC Sydney

You’re 
Invited

Opening hours

Wednesday 20 March, 10am–5pm

Thursday 21 March, 10am–4pm

  
@totalfm_au     

  
totalfacilitiesexpo      

  Total Facilities Network

#TotalFacilities 

Supporters & partners



What’s on in 2019 New for 2019!

Smart Zone

Speaker Series 

Arguably offering the best value in the industry, 

the free-to-attend Speaker Series presents tried 

and tested strategies from expert panellists that 

elevate our environments and ultimately our 

facility’s potential. With two dedicated theatres 

in 2019, offering over 15 hours of unrivalled 

learning, uncover how being smarter about the built 

environment will change tomorrow’s FM challenges.

Workspace Design Corner

The role of design in maximising staff health, 

wellbeing and employee engagement has never 

been more prominent in the modern workspace. 

Discover design-driven solutions to equip any 

environment with the latest in wellness and creative 

collaborations that inspire spaces for success.

Energy Efficiency Hub

With today’s FMs having more insight into the 

performance of their assets than ever before,  

new technological innovations are raising the bar  

in performance excellence. See how you can apply 

new products and smarter insights to increase  

the intelligence of your HVAC environment in  

a new, dedicated showcase of efficiency and  

energy solutions providers.

The Smart Zone returns in 2019 featuring some of 

the most innovative solutions from leading brands 

and start-ups to disrupt the smart buildings market. 

A thriving hub of technological innovation, it offers 

actions and insights into using technology and data 

to understand and improve building performance.

 FM Services & Providers

 Workspace Design & Fitout

 Energy & Monitoring

 Software & Technology

 Cleaning & Maintenance

 Security

 Health & Safety

 Green FM

 HVAC/R

 Waste Management

Plus, the widest showcase of 
product innovation to overcome 
operational challenges across:
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